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I. INTRODUCTION

In contemporary world, providing low-priced and high-function products and services is not enough to stimulate customer demand; In addition, it is important to provide high quality customer experience as well. While the relationships between a firm and its customers are ever evolving, it delivers quality customer experience as well. While the relationships between a firm and its customers are ever evolving, and they advance with each interaction between the company and a customer. Every customer conversation and any effort to evolve these conversations would be beneficial and should ultimately result in a positive customer experience. The aim of this paper is to analyze the evolving customer experience management landscape and the relevant challenges and opportunities. A case study on the “paper machine” companies is chosen. Hence, this paper analyzes the challenges and opportunities in customer experience management of paper machine companies for the case of “road to steel”. Road to steel shows the journey of steel from raw material to end product (i.e. paper machine in this paper). ALPHA (Steel company) and BETA (paper machine company), are chosen and their efforts to evolve the customer experiences are investigated. Semi-structured interviews are conducted with experts in those companies to identify the challenges and opportunities of the evolving customer experience management from their point of view. The findings of this paper contribute to the theory and business practices in the realm of the evolving customer experience management landscape.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Pine and Gilmore [20], [21] were among the first authors who address the notion of the customer experience [3], [9]. In their paper in 1998; “Welcome to the Experience Economy” and their book the following year; The experience economy – Work is theatre and every business a stage, Pine and Gilmore mentioned that as services are becoming more commoditized pioneering firms are competing on experiences. So, the leading firms offer better customer experiences. Customer experience drives from customer’s responses to direct or
indirect contact with a firm. Direct contract usually happens during the purchasing a service or product, use and etc. by customers. Indirect contact generally drives from unprecedented encounters of a firm’s product or services. These encounters come from word-of-mouth recommendations or criticism, advertisement, news, review and etc. [16].

Since the mid-1990s, customer-oriented approaches in marketing, sales and operations have become increasingly prevalent among firms and they step by step become the norm. In this matter, CEM spreads these approaches to look at the customer experience more holistically by concentrating on experience customers have with the firm at each point along the customer journey [26].

Several authors [17], [18], [20]-[22], [25], [28] have made the point that the customer experience will be the differentiator between successful and unsuccessful companies since it provides new means of competition. Likewise, providing a good experience is significant because it affects customer satisfaction [13], delivers customer loyalty [14], [23], [29] influences expectations [6], encourages confidence [6], promotes the brand [2] and also creates emotional bonds with customers or, conversely, leads to emotional damaging [23]. However, despite these benefits, the limited amount of research in this area suggests that good customer experiences are not prevalent [10]. For example, a survey by Bain & Co. of 362 companies, across several industries and their customers, found that 80% of the senior executives interviewed said they provided a superior customer experience, but just 8% of their customers agreed the same thing [4], [10]. Therefore, implementation of customer experience is facing with some issues. In order to realize these issues, empirical case studies are needed. Specially, through the value chain, managing the customer experience becomes more challenging. Firms should act on improving their CEM to outpace their competitors. This means CEM landscape is ever-evolving.

In this paper, we chose the paper machine industry to evaluate the role of CEM in practice. Steel is very important in paper machine, since most of the parts in paper machine are made from steel (e.g. 500 tons in a paper machine). There are two types of steel in the paper machine from the provider’s perspective: “stupid steel” which is still in the machine during production and “clever steel” which is running in the production. We study the case of “the road of the steel” in the value chain from raw material to end product (paper machine) to assess how to communicate customer experience and material specific expertise in the value chain.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND AIMS

The aim of this paper is to analyze the evolving CEM landscape and the relevant challenges and opportunities. The research questions include: 1- How customer experience can be communicated in the value chain? 2- What are the main customers complains in this regard. 3- How the material specific knowledge “built in” the steel could be transferred by means of guidance, training and managing from one stage to another in the value chain and how they affect CEM?

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we follow a qualitative research method and precisely conducting interviews. Two Finnish companies, ALPHA (steel company) and BETA (paper machine company), are chosen and their efforts to evolve the customer experiences are investigated.

During the trip to China, we have interviewed different stakeholders from ALPHA, BETA and their end customers of paper machine. The interviews’ composition is presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Quality Control</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETA</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA</td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BETA is a world prominent industrial company serving the mining, aggregates, recycling, oil, gas, pulp, paper and process industries. In the case of paper machine and particularly in Chinese business, BETA’s workshop manager describes three categories of spare parts/accessories/components: 1) A-parts are manufactured always by BETA; 2) B-parts (balance parts) are produced by BETA if BETA has the over capacity to produce itself; otherwise, B-parts will be purchased from external subcontractors; 3) C-parts will be always purchased from the designated subcontractors. The quality issue in these three parts is related to either BETA or its subcontractors.

ALPHA is a Finnish company with headquartered in Helsinki, which manufactures and supplies metal-based components and systems to the construction and engineering businesses. ALPHA sells special steels (so called Finnish Steel by some customers) in China. It provides basic services such as warehouse, logistics, cutting and painting. However, customers will most likely do the cutting and painting themselves due to the labour cost differences between ALPHA and customers for the time being. Although ALPHA is not the direct supplier of BETA in China, these two companies have the potentials to cooperate in the near future. Since ALPHA is expanding a common business model in China, that can be used by BETA. ALPHA’s customers (including privately-owned and stated-owned) are required to pay 50% in advance to reserve an order and pay full amount money before the delivery of products and services. However, some of their customers (foreign-owned) are allowed to pay after the delivery of products and services due to the mutual trust and BETA’s install based customers’ growing in China.

In current fierce competition environment in China, the sales of install based paper machine is not that profitable and even losing profit in order to win the install based orders from customers; so the compensated profit is driven from spare parts and after sales services. However, the end customers complained that the price of spare parts is too expensive and
increasing too fast, so they are looking for some local ones to replace it, which will cause a risk in selling spare parts when the technology gap is narrowing.

V. FINDINGS

We categorize our findings in the different parts. We start from innovations that these two companies started in China, after that, we point out to some particular problems which identified from customers complains. Later we discuss about different stakeholders’ activities, which is linked to the quality issues from the previous part.

A. Innovations in Service Value Chain

Sales team is the pioneer to get the first hand requirement from customers. The draft documentation from sales is critical for all other stakeholders’ activities. Delayed or even incorrect (e.g. missing some key information from customer side) information transfer will lead a gap between customer’s expectation and their perceived quality. For example, sometimes sales only make the list of what customer says, but do not get full understanding of what is really required from those customers in China. Design team should be the expert to know the material specific knowledge. The raw material is usually chosen by design team based on the internal knowledge of paper machine’s usage and performance. Customer’s special requirements have to be considered during the design phase. However, the design bug or mistake does exist due to the missing of customers’ full information and misunderstanding of customer’s requirement. For example, the location and working environment of the paper machine in customer’s site (such as PH value) need to be taken into account before choosing the steel types. Production team is involved in mainly two sides linked to the quality issue. From the human factor perspective on one hand, they normally do not have too much but only basic material specific knowledge. The team in China is not that experienced and their overall technical skill is still relatively low. Some production staff does not follow the rule to process the work but skip few steps to reach the fast end result. They make some changes before full research. One of our interviewees also pointed out the lack of event log during their operations, so it is difficult to track it when the problem happens. From the environment perspective on the other hand, some of BETA’s machinery tool (used to produce the components for paper machine) is too old. The construction regarding the quality of cement is not strict enough; and the point of strength is not equal. These cause the shakes of machinery when running and then leading to the quality problem of the products. Furthermore, the moist working environment in Shanghai factory also has the impact to some extent.

B. Quality Issues in China

1) Customer Complaints

Customers complain about both service quality and product quality. Service quality has reached some KPI (key performance indicators) according to the specification, but the overall performance perceived by customers may not meet their expectation. The reasons are from two sides: The service staff may not have a deep understanding of the customer’s practical environment; the customer is demanding too much for a particular service activity.

The quality of paper machine and spare parts in general is decreasing when the manufacturing center moved to China. The common reason for the quality problem in China, first of all, is concerning the raw material (steel) purchasing. The raw material situation in China, such as purchasing standard, is different from EU countries. The requirement of steel standard in China is below the standard in Europe (e.g. purity quotient is lower than European standard); therefore, the overall quality of steel for paper machine is going down a bit along with the reduced cost. Second, the manufacturing centre of Metso in China is still young. The employees’ overall technical skills and knowledge for various types of machineries, moved from EU to China need to be improved. Third, Metso’s machinery moved from EU to China, which is used to produce the paper machine, may need to be upgraded as well. Some machinery is also purchased locally in China.

2) Specific Problems

Quality problems of the paper machine such as rust, corruption, surface out of flatness, size and welding problem (air hole, crack, undercut) are recognized. Meanwhile, the visual quality problem such as paint shedding and scratch is emphasized as well by our interviewees.

Rust and corruption are usually caused by three reasons: 1) in the design stage, customers are trying to cut the cost by using normal steel instead of the premium one; however, when the rust brings trouble for paper machine’s usage, customers start to complain why Metso has not corrected them during the design stage; 2) the communication gap between Metso and customer exists: the design team are not aware of customer’s practical working environment, such as temperature, moisture, and location, because of the missing information from customer’s side 3) It is also due to the improper use of the paper machine and lack of cleanliness in customers’ side. The reasons for surface, size and welding problems (air hole, crack, undercut) depend on the components, which are produced by Metso or purchased from subcontractors. The former is due to the own production team’s mistake; the latter is caused by the subcontractor but is responsible by Metso’s QA (quality assurance) team.

The visual quality is not that problematic and will not cause the quality problem in practice; however, customers are more and more demanding nowadays in China due to the increasing competition. Therefore, top management puts more effort to ask employees to follow the process standard/criterion, in order to improve the visual quality and earn customers’ satisfaction. Once, again, the QA (quality assurance) team plays a critical role in this process.

C. Different Stakeholders’ Activities (Linked to Quality Issue)

In this part, we list the activities of different stakeholders in the value chain, which is linked to the quality issue in China.
Many of our interviewees mentioned that the origin of most risks comes from human factors. Besides the materials, the product quality depends on the production process controlled by the production line’s staff. Their attitude and capability is critical for the quality. The local staff prefers to have a short cut but neglect the regulated rules sometimes in China. BETA’s Shanghai based factory has old state-owned enterprises (SOEs) culture, since the factory has been acquired from a local SOE six years ago.

Sales team is the pioneer to get the first hand requirement from customers. The draft documentation from sales is critical for all other stakeholders’ activities. Delayed or even incorrect (e.g. missing some key information from customer side) information transfer will lead a gap between customer’s expectation and their perceived quality. For example, sometimes sales only make the list of what customer says, but do not get full understanding of what is really required from those customers in China. Design team should be the expert to know the material specific knowledge. The raw material is usually chosen by design team based on the internal knowledge of paper machine’s usage and performance. Customer’s special requirements have to be considered during the design phase. However, the design bug or mistake does exist due to the missing of customers’ full information and misunderstanding of customer’s requirement. For example, the location and working environment of the paper machine in customer’s site (such as PH value) need to be taken into account before choosing the steel types. Production team is involved in mainly two sides linked to the quality issue. From the human factor perspective on one hand, they normally do not have too much but only basic material specific knowledge. The team in China is not that experienced and their overall technical skill is still relatively low. Some production staff does not follow the rule to process the work but skip few steps to reach the fast end result. They make some changes before full research. One of our interviewees also pointed out the lack of event log during their operations, so it is difficult to track it when the problem happens. From the environment perspective on the other hand, some of BETA’s machinery tool (used to produce the components for paper machine) is too old. The construction regarding the quality of cement is not strict enough; and the point of strength is not equal. These cause the shakes of machinery when running and then leading to the quality problem of the products. Furthermore, the moist working environment in Shanghai factory also has the impact to some extent.

BETA’s subcontractors in the sourcing project are problematic in China. Sourcing is not that stable comparing to it is in the Europe. It depends on the two criteria according to the local sourcing team: The first one is that the material should be common used in China and Europe; the second one is the low cost. Only few qualified suppliers are available in China. Many suppliers do not follow the process but always wish to have short cut in producing the components (it is regarding how to inspect subcontractor’s process). Moreover, some suppliers will not report to BETA even when they detect the problems (they try to hide the problems to avoid the rework). Although the QA team requires the material specific knowledge, the inspection tools, inspection process as well as the skills from small detail to big picture are more important in practice. Normally they will follow the process to do the inspection via check point in raw material, baiting, welding, processing, size test, etc. QA try to test the “big pieces” before delivery in supplier site and test the “small pieces” after delivery to BETA’s Shanghai factory. However, they are still lack of enough personnel resource and inspection tools in China. It causes the difficulties to make the preventive test before delivery from subcontractors.

Installation team plays a critical role in installed base. Too many stakeholders besides BETA are involved in the customer site. BETA can act as a supervisor, but client asks other local workers to participate in the installation in order to reduce the cost. Customers usually will not purchase the whole paper machine package from BETA. They will buy some main sections from BETA, and some other sections from Voith or Andritz for example, and automation system from ABB. Therefore, it is very difficult for the installation managers to coordinate related stakeholder’s work, especially when the interface and systems are not compatible sometimes. Even small change from third parties and customers during the installation will cause many unexpected problems. In addition, local transportation (logistics) may also bring some damages due to the unskilled labour force and local package.

Customers’ activities cannot be neglected in the value chain. First, Chinese customers change the components for cheap price or from other suppliers who do not have experience in paper machine. For example, some private-owned clients purchase supplementary system for third party, who are unfamiliar with the process and install it by themselves. Price is more important to those customers who also allow a little bad quality, but sometimes they enlarge the problem in order to attract providers’ attention. Second, some customers are lack of capability to use the machinery properly even after training, because their employees change job too frequently (this is also the reason why those customers are unwilling to invest on training). Anyhow, they expect to have guidance in Chinese version (not only in English). This also indicates to the customers’ demanding for providers to speed up their pace of localization. Third, customers may use new chemicals or change the process of paper production. The machinery working environment in customers’ site is moist with extreme heat.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we try to conclude some implications to deal with earlier mentioned problems. First of all, it is important and necessary to maintain a local database in BETA China. This database can mainly contain the information of suppliers, own production and customers. The database of suppliers can include the most frequent problems from suppliers and the process to inspect them. The database of BETA’s own production can be used for the internal feedback from production and engineering. The database of customers is important for installed base feedback from customers, for
example, in customers’ erection stage. The purpose of the database in these three parts is to share the knowledge among different stakeholders’ involved. Therefore, the experience from customers, suppliers and even own productions can be communicated in the value chain. Furthermore, BETA can also educate their suppliers and customers. For example, suppliers and customers come to participate in BETA’s seminar and workshop; letters to suppliers and customers for specific topic; inspection of the supplier’s process.

Second, internal training is still required and internal communication need to be improved. The database for suppliers, own production and customers can also be used for the internal training and communication purpose. The task of internal training is to enhance staff’s material specific knowledge and technical skill. Since the most parts of the paper machine are made from different types of steel, the good knowledge of “steel” help the staff to have a better understanding of their work. Both the technical and communication skills are critical in the project to convince customers and third parties in the customer’s installed base. The collaboration with different stakeholders for a couple of times will accumulate the experience s among those parties (people change jobs though).

Third, the quality awareness of BETA’s local employees is required to be enhanced. In the production team, a systematic process control (a standard production process) is needed. Quality comes from the capability of production but the formal test works as a tool to inspect it. The internal peer review or QA can use the checkpoint in the process to inspect the production team’s work. Implementing the strict rules to be followed by the employees is basic but most important way to increase the quality awareness and ensure the process quality for the final products.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper shed light on the evolving CEM landscapes. We have briefly studied the ever-increasing importance of customer experience in offering products and services. We studied the case study of paper machine companies and specifically the case of Road to Steel. We conducted interviews in two Finnish companies, which are dealing with CEM in the field of paper machines and steel. Our analysis showed there are plenty of problems emerged from dissonance between customers and companies. We analyzed these problems case by case and we found some implications can be used to resolve these problems. The empirical approach presented in this paper provides further avenues for researches in the field of CEM and particularly for the case of Road to Steel. Further studies can expand the scope of this paper beyond only two Finnish companies and using interviews with other methods and approaches for instance with following quantitative studies and in different countries.
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